After Nines Inc., unveils the
Top 200 MSSPs of 2019

Kyber Security appears on the Top 200 MSSPs List, ranking No. 109.
September 19, 2019 – MSSP Alert, published by After Nines Inc., has named Kyber Security to the Top
200 MSSPs list for 2019 ranking no. 109. The list represents the top 200 managed security services
providers (MSSPs) that specialize in comprehensive, outsourced cybersecurity services. These prestigious
MSSPs proactively monitor, manage and mitigate cyber threats for businesses, government agencies,
educational institutions and nonprofit organizations of all sizes.
“I’m proud to announce that we have earned no. 109 on the Top 200 MSSPs of the world. Amazing job to
the Kyberian team and endless thanks to our clients, partners, and friends who allow us to continue this
success. I couldn’t be prouder of everyone’s hard work.” Lynn Souza, CEO of Kyber Security announced
on Thursday afternoon.
Kyber has shown tremendous growth in the SMB space. Their goal to protect small and medium sized
organizations from cyber attacks has had a positive impact on their clients’ success. They continue to
make strides in cybersecurity and will continue to grow.
Previous editions of the annual list honored 100 MSSPs. Last year, Kyber premiered on this list at no. 96.
This year’s edition, at twice the size, reflects MSSP Alert’s rapidly growing readership and the world’s
growing consumption of managed security services. This year’s complete list can be found at
www.msspalert.com/top200.
The MSSP Alert list reveals several major trends in the managed security services provider market. The
Top 5 business drivers for managed security services are talent shortages; regulatory compliance needs;
the availability of cloud services; ransomware attacks; and SMB customers demanding security guidance
from partners. Many MSSPs are investing in next generation business tools such as managed detection
and response (MDR), SOC as a Service, and automated penetration testing.

About Kyber Security: www.kybersecure.com
Kyber Security is a Managed Security Services Provider (MSSP) that is dedicated to protecting small and
medium sized organizations from ever increasing cyber threats. As small organizations continue to be the
biggest targets for cyber criminals, Kyber has taken enterprise grade cybersecurity programs and
technologies and tailored them specifically for the SMB space. Their managed security services can be
customized to fit any company’s unique cybersecurity needs, budget and compliance requirements. Kyber
is focused on making sure businesses are protected from, and prepared for, their next big cyberattack.

About After Nines Inc.: www.MSSPAlert.com
After Nines Inc. provides timeless IT guidance for strategic partners and IT security professionals across
ChannelE2E (www.ChannelE2E.com) and MSSP Alert (www.MSSPAlert.com). ChannelE2E tracks every
stage of the IT service provider journey — from entrepreneur to exit. MSSP Alert is the global voice for
Managed Security Services Providers (MSSPs).
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